AN alert college purchasing officer once AJL asked a college librarian why he paid premium prices for out-of-print books. The purchasing-officer's logic was simple.
A.L.A., Chicago, 1931 . . Supplement 1931 -1938 . A.L.A., Chicago, 1940 .
Mohrhardt, Foster E. A List of Books for Junior College Libraries.
A.L.A., Chicago, 1937. books for college and junior college libraries.
Analysis of the distribution of imprint dates showed a marked preference for new titles and recent editions.
The Shaw list, however, contains twelve titles (Table I ) which were over a hundred years of age at the time the list was issued. All were out-of-print and obtainable only in the secondhand market; hence, they may be regarded as relatively difficult to secure for a library which did not have them and certainly limited in supply. The writer will make no attempt to solve the problem of how such a limited supply might be spread among so many institutions seeking to meet the specifications of the list.
He can only offer suggestions and speculations as to why the titles were included at all. To a third question, as to why, if these titles are so important and needed by so many libraries, they have not been revised and published in new editions, there seems to be no final answer.
By design, all titles in the Mohrhardt list were in print at the time of compilation. The oldest, which was eighty-six years old at the time of compilation in 1936, 
Case Studies
These fifteen older titles seem to represent, then, not the ultimate in eternal values, but the twilight period of obsolescence. They will be examined in detail as follows.
First, the full title as specified in the lists will be cited. Then there will be a brief bibliographical note on editions. The holdings of the title by the five libraries surveyed will be indicated. In a brief comment, the investigator will try to point out the generally accepted opinion as to the importance of the work and will discuss the significance and relationship of the imprint date to the study as a whole. Holdings: None. Comment: Fontenelle (1657-1757) was important as an "occasional" writer early in the eighteenth century, and the title in hand is an early scientific work illustrative of the time. It is difficult to attribute special importance to the edition of 1821. The Dialogues, which are not available in some of the other editions listed by the Bibliotheque Nationale, are included by Shaw as a separate title on the same page.
Selection of this date may be an accidental one, due to the availability of the Library of Congress card.
Case 6
Fuller, Thomas. The interest and importance of the Worthies today are aptly characterized, and an interesting sidelight on obsolescence in general is given in the following words from an introduction to the Selections by E. K. Broadus (Oxford, 1928, p.vii 
Fuller's folios have long since been broken up into numerous volumes; but, even in this more usable form, they still make what Lamb called "massy reading," and to the pleasure-seeker their titles are as forbidding as their bulk. What reader would turn for delectation to six volumes of a Church History or three stout volumes (the Worthies) filled with half-page biographies of persons whose candle flickered out more than three centuries ago? Or who would seek lively reading in a collection of "Characters," illustrating "The Good Wife," "The Good Husband," "The Good Widow," "The Good Landlord," and more, under the heading of The Holy State? Surely these must be (the words are Fuller's) mere "Auxiliary books, only to be repaired to on occasions," or even "such as are mere pieces of formality, so that if you look on them you look through them; and he that peeps through the casement of the index, sees as much as if he were in the house."
Case 7
Hutcheson, Francis. Choice of an edition may rest on format, including legibility, and on availability. The date of 1825 is without particular significance but is indicative of the period from which a set must be chosen. Holdings: A has Oeuvres, 1783.
Comment:
The importance of LeSage (1668 LeSage ( -1747 in early eighteenth century French literature is unquestioned. A library which wishes a set of his works must get one at least a century old. That a more recent and definitive edition of his works has not been published is due doubtless to a combination of factors including (a) the bulk of his writings; (b) the frequent issue of his more popular titles as contrasted with the lack of interest in others; and (c) his failure to achieve first rank in French letters.
This entry in the Shaw list is unusual in that it is not reproduced from a Library of Holdings: A, B, E. Comment: Smith (1813-93) was the prodigious compiler of a number of encyclopedias and dictionaries on classical subjects. They are standard reference works which have never been superseded. The imprint date of 1871 is of doubtful significance for this study. It does indicate the first issue. It does not mark any important distinction in usefulness from a volume with a later date. Specification of this date conflicts with the general Mohrhardt specification that all books listed be in print. The book which is in print and now on sale does not carry this date.
That the publishers have seen fit to keep this title on the market for over seventy years does have implications for the study of obsolescence. This work has no close competitors. Its subject is one of declining interest, but the volume is indispensable on occasions. An extensive revision, to incorporate new words in English, if not in Latin, is possible but not likely to be successful commercially. That this title has lived so long unchanged is due in part to its intrinsic merit and in part to diminished interest in the field. The lack of interest is insufficient support for competition and revision. Holdings: A and C have another edition (Paris, Gamier, 1894).
B has (Paris, Charpentier, 1839).
Comment: Madame de Stael (1766-1817) rendered her greatest service in introducing German literature and philosophy to the French, and her work is of interest to students of both French and German. The Shaw list calls for a complete set of her works in 17 volumes .
It is difficult to attach exclusive importance to the date and edition cited here. Others of later date were available and in print when the Mohrhardt list was made. Hence, this date cannot be regarded as of great significance.
Results of Case Studies
The distinction between the specific im- only to be repaired to on occasions," but when those occasions arise it must be at hand.
Holdings of the Libraries Surveyed
The fifteen titles were not generally found in five college libraries surveyed. 
Indications of Obsolescence
The first sign of obsolescence as recorded in the studies previously referred to was the extremely short life of many 
